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The possiblity of four-photon parametric generation of uv and far-ir photons in gases under
quasiresonance conditions is discussed. Estimates of nonlinear susceptibilities are used to show that
the threshold for the four-photon generation of light in gases may be lower than the three-photon
threshold in solids. The density matrix approach is used to derive expressions for the nonlinear
susceptibilities and threshold excitation intensities for the interaction between fields and two- and
four-level systems. It is shown that quasiresonance generation in gases is essentially determined by
pressure effects, self-absorption of spontaneous emission, and saturation effects. The optimum gas
pressure and pump difference from resonances in the medium, the synchronism conditions, and
possible tuning of generation frequencies are discussed. The excitation thresholds are estimated and
tuning curves are obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the topical problems in modern nonlinear
optics is the production of coherent and frequencytunable radiation in the far uv and ir. In these spectral regions, solids exhibit broad absorption bands
and this restricts the range of application of nonlinear crystals for the generation of radiation. Possible
ways of overcoming these difficulties depend on the
utilization of nonlinear phenomena in gases and metal
vapors. However', the use of gases as nonlinear media
gives rise to a number of problems. Most crystals
exhibit quadratic nonlinearity, and phenomena based
on this type of nonlinearity are the most extensively
investigated in optics at the present time. They include
three-photon parametric processes which can be used
to achieve continuous frequency tuning in the downward
direction. [1] Atoms and centrally-symmetric molecules
of gases form media with cubic nonlinearity in the
electric dipole approximation, Four-photon parametric
processes which can be used to achieve continuous
frequency tuning, both in the upward and downward
directions, may be associated with this nonlinearity.
Among the advantages of gases are the presence of
narrow resonances and the possibility of continuous
variation of particle density, spectral linewidths, length
of the medium, and refractive indices of the frequencies
of the interacting waves (when a buffer gas is employed).
Nonlinear susceptibilities of gases may be substantially increased by uSing resonance phenomena. However, this is also associated with an increase in the
linear absorption. Since the Lorentz linewidths and
relaxation times are functions of pressure, the dependence of absorption, refraction, and nonlinear susceptibility on pressure and the form of the resonances will
be different for different pressures. Moreover, in some
cases, there are important saturation processes which
may be looked upon as the dependence of these parameters on the field. Knowledge of these functions is
essential for the use of gases as nonlinear media. Experimental studies of nonlinear resonance phenomena
in potassium vapor[2-4] have shown the presence of
strong violet and infrared radiation connected with
four-photon par am etric processes. The effects of
parametric processes in the emission spectra of gases
at distances less than the Doppler linewidth from the
resonances were considered in [5] in the case of twolevei systems and in[6] for four-level systems.
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The threshold for stationary parametric generation
in gases in the case of excited levels was estimated in [7]
and in the case of transitions associated with the ground
state in[al. Experiments on third-harmonic generation
in alkali-metal vapors and noble gases were recently
reported in [9"0].
In this paper we analyze the optimum conditions for
the excitation of parametric generation of light in gases,
and consider their relation to saturation phenomena and
elementary processes. Particular attention is given to
the possibility of prodUCing frequency-tunable radiation
in the far uv and ir.

2. THRESHOLD FOR PARAMETRIC GENERATION
Let us consider the conditions for the excitation of
parametric generation when for each of the generated
frequencies w, and w 2 there is a separate resonator and
the conditions of phase-matching, i.e.,
(2.1)

are satisfied.
Sufficiently high pump intensities can be reached
either by placing the nonlinear medium in the pumplaser cavity or by focusing the pump into the nonlinear
medium. In both cases, the equations for slow amplitudes [u] can be used to show that the excitation conditions and the pump intenSity threshold Ith are given
by[12]
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Here, Dj are the absorption coefficients in the nonlinear
medium of length 1, Tj are the transmission losses of
the mirrors at frequency Wj per pass, O"j = 1Twjl m 'l/c2 n - 4 ,
and X<n) is the component of the parametric susceptibility
tensor for the process of the corresponding order.
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For a three-photon process
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and the formula for Ith can be written in the form luJ
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We shall show that there exist conditions under which
the threshold for four-photon generation in gases does
not exceed the threshold for three-photon parametric
generation in solids. Denoting the corresponding paraCopyright © 1975 American Institute of Physics
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meters by the subscripts g and s, and assuming that all
the wavelengths and mirror transmission coefficients
T of the mirrors are equal and that D « T, we find that
the threshold given by (2.2) does not exceed that given
by (2.3) when
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'

(2.4)

For ls = 1 cm, 19 = 10 cm, T = 0.05, ~ = 10- 4 cm, and
X~3) = 3 X 10- 9 esuY] the condition given by (2.4) corresponds to
2: 1.4 x 1O- 11 esu. An order-of-magnitude
estimate (see Secs. 3 and 4) is X(41 ~ Nd 4 /f131 0 13 where
N is the density of atoms in the ;fonlinear medium, d
is the modulus of the matrix element of the dipole moment of the transition, and i2 = W -wo is the characteristic frequency difference from the atomic resonances
for the interacting fields. It will be shown below that,
in many cases, it is convenient to take N ~ 10 14 cm- 3,
for which D« T if 101> 10 12 sec-I. Assuming that
d = 5 X 10- 18 esu, we obG.in X~4) ,::j 6 X 1O- 11 esu and,
consequently, the threshold is lower than for the threephoton generator.

(3.2)
In these expressions, 0Lp = lOlj,p -kj,pV
= Wj,p -wmn -kj,pV, Clj =-Cli> wmn is the frequency of
the transition under consideration, Cl ( =
nj, Nn
and Nm are the level populations in the absence of the
field, integrated with respect to the velocity,

Op -

xt

We must now consider particular expressions for

X and D; including saturation effects, and establish
the connection between the threshold pump intensity
and microscopic parameters of the medium and elementary processes in the gas.

3. PARAMETRIC FREQUENCY TRANSFORMATION
IN THE CASE OF A TWO·LEVEL SYSTEM
One of the nonlinear effects which arise during the
interaction between a two-level system and a strong
field of frequency wp and weak radiation of another
frequency WI is the appearance of polarization at the
frequency W 2 = 2wp - WI' Similarly, the field at the frequency W 2 facilitates the appearance of polarization at
frequency WI' When the self-excitation conditions are
satisfied, the generation of fields at frequencies WI and
'»2 in a strong field of frequency W becomes possible.
The threshold value of the pump in~ensity, which is necessary for the excitation of this generation, can be determined from the material constants of the medium.
This means that we must calculate the components of
the density matrix p(Wj) at the corresponding frequencies. If we use the density matrix, we can find the polarization at any frequency Wj
.9'(w;) =sp<p(w;)i/>v.

(3.1)

In this expression, d is the dipole-moment operator for
the transition. The angular brackets indicate averaging
with respect to the velocities of the atoms.
Suppose that all the frequencies of the interacting
fields are closest to the mn transition frequency
(Em> En)' Solving the equations for the denSity matrix, normalized to a unit volume, and retaining only
first-order terms in the weak fields, we can obtain'
the following expression for the non diagonal elements
of the denSity matrix at the frequencies Wj of the weak
fields:
pmn=rnm

=i
nm

1-

The component rnm represents the change in the absorption and refraction at the frequency Wj due to the
different nonlinear effects, and rnm represents the
change in the parametric polarization in a strong field.
If we can expand in terms of Gp ' the resonances at
Cli = 0 and nj = 20p can be interpreted as being due to
two- and three-photon processes. The strong field mixes
different elementary resonances, forming new nonlinear
resonances which are the poles of (3.2). The result is
that the classification into one- and two-photon processes
becomes meaningless. [13] This phenomenon can be interpreted as the splitting of energy levels in a strong electromagnetic field. lI4 , 13] When OJ = 2i2 p ,!1i =2i2p -Qj =0,
which is accompanied by strong absorption of this wave.
In the ensuing analysis, we shall confine our attention to
the case when all the departures from resonances are
much greater than the homogeneous (r) and Doppler
(kV) linewidths
(3.3)
and, moreover,
(3.4)
Conditions (3.3) and (3.4) enable us to neglect the motion of particles, and to remove averaging over the velocities in (3.2) by substituting v = O. When (3.4) is satisfied, the splitting of the energy states in a strong field
can also be neglected. However, because of the difference
between the relaxation constants l and lm' the following
condition may be satisfied:
(3.5)
and this means that there is a change in the populations
in the pump field. Therefore, when (3.4) and (3.5) are
satisfied, the main effect of saturation is the saturation
of population difference.
If the level n is the ground state and the level m is
unoccupied in the absence of the pump, then in (3.2)
we must pass to the limit In -0, (lm -Ymn)/rh -1,
Nm -0, Nh -N. Using (2.2) and (3.2), and confining our
attention in these expressions to terms of the order of
IGp l 2 In we then have the following equation for Ith:

p,

lth
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_

.

(rmH~/}(rn+i~/) ;

i, j = 1, 2, r is the homogeneous transition width, and
Ym n is the probability of relaxation per unit time from
level m to level n. USing (3.2), we can calculate the
corresponding susceptibilities at the frequencies Wj
which, in general, are functions of both IG p l 2 and K.

exp {i (w;t-k;r)} +f om exp {if (2wp-(<l,) t- (2k p -k i ) r l},
r

X
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T1 (QP-~1)' (
lth )],/,
1+
1+4nd'
DO
Qp'
I,

x [1 +!~~p+A1)' (1+~)]';'
DO
Qp'
I,
}
,

(3.6)

where

1

r nm = - ( [I"(1+x)+Qp"j'
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The quantity DO is the field unsaturated value of the pump
absorption coefficient in the nonlinear medium, and Dj
represents the saturated absorption at freq uency wi'
The factor 1 + Ith;1s on the right of (3.6) is due to the
equalization of the level populations in the strong field.
Equation (3.6) has phySical solutions and, consequently, generation is possible only when
O<L1<IQpll'H/. if
IQpIY1-g<.:\<I~~pil'1+f,

1=

4nd'Nfml

YT,T,IlIQ pI2D.
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1>1;

if

1<1;

-=D oIQ plfm/2f'l'T,T"

5
6' 7

10"

'0

(3.7)

L1=IL1)1.

The significance of these conditions is that, for sufficiently large frequency difference between pump and
resonance, the generation is possible if the maximum
departure from resonance of one of the generated waves
is not too large (right boundary) and the frequency of
the other is close to the resonance (left boundary).
Generation stops for Aj in excess of a certain value
because of the reduction in the parametric susceptibility due to the saturation as the pump increases. Saturation processes, in turn, have a strong influence on
the effective relaxation time of the level populations
in the nonlinear medium in the region of the interaction with the field [the factor rm/r in (3.7)].

IQI,

sec"

FIG. I. Particle density as a function of departure from resonance
for fixed unsaturated absorption: 1= 10 cm, d = 5 X 10'18 esu, D° = 0.1
for curve I, and D° = 0.01 for the others; (I) A = 100/1, (kv = 2.5 X 10 17
sec' 1), (2) A = 10.6/1 (kv = 2.8 X 108 sec' l ), (3) A = 5.3 /1 (kv = 5.6 X 10 8
sec' l ), (4) A = 6280A (kv = 5 X 10 9 sec"), (5) A = 3140A (kv = 10 10
sec"), (6) A = 2512A (kv= 1.2 X 10'0 sec"), (7) A= 1256A (kv= 2.5
X 10 10 sec").
_'theW/em'
1010

Ill'
10'

The effective relaxation rate may be substantially
reduced by the trapping of spontaneous emission within
the interaction volume[15]
fm=FAmn;
F=1, if koa<1.5 " F=1.6Ik oal'n In koa,

if koa>1,5.

(3.8)

In these expressions Amn is the probability of spontaneous transition from level m to level n, ko is the absorption coefficient at the center of the line due to the
transition mn, and a is the minimum size of the interaction region (cross section of the pump beam). In the
case of optical transitions and particle denSity
N ~ 10'4 cm- 3 , we have F '::l 0.005. The homogeneous
line half-width r is also a function of pressure and
consists of two parts, namely, radiative and collisional:
rr + rcol = r. If the collisional broadening is due to
resonance exchange on collision,U 6 ] then
N)
f " ,Amn
, - ( 1+2
No '

111'

Irf

FIG. 2. Tuning curves and generation ranges for the two·level system
(in the shaded region parametric generation is impossible).l = 10 cm,
a = 0.1 cm, Tl 2 = 0.01, d = 5 X 10"8 esu, (1·3) A = 6280A, N = 10'4
em- 3, koa = 96, F = 0.0047, {3 = 7.4 X 10 12 sec-I, (4) A = 1256A, N = 5
X 10'3 cm' 3 , koa = 45, F = 0.01, (3 = 7.2 X 10'3 sec". Curve 3' corre·
sponds to the lower part of curve 3 with an expanded scale. /'; = IUp-U,1
= IUp-U 2 1. Curve (I) IUpl = 10'2 sec", (2) IUpl = 6 X 10'2 sec", (3)
IUpl = 2.2 X 10'3 sec", (4) IUpl = 7 X 10 13 sec".

(3.9)

It is clear from (3.3)-(3.7) that Ith is a complicated

function of A, 12p, N, and l. These. parameters are related by the additional conditions Dr ~ Ti which impose
a restriction on the admissible absorption in the nonlinear medium. The admissible values of N for given
.Il p and A can be determined from the graphs given in
Fig. 1, which were constructed with allowance for the
relationships given by (3.9). The choice of N determines
both the size of the threshold and the range of possible
changes in A. The possibility of frequency tuning increases with increasing value of (3 = IQplf, which is
given by

N> No, i.e., in the region of collisional broadening,
the range of possible values of A will contract. At the
same time, the threshold will increase in proportion
to rl Qpl. It follows from the foregoing analysis of
(3.6) tnat optimum densities lie in the region N ~ No.

Since for optical transitions we always have kv» Amn,
maximum tuning is acheved when N < No. It is clear
from (3.6) that, as the pressure is reduced, when
N « No and DO « T" the threshold increases in proportion to 1/N. When the pressure is increased and

H follows from (3.7) that for optimum densities and
increasing Inp' l, the range of possible changes in
I'~jl = Il1p ± AI at first increases and eventually reaches
the maximum value 6. = i'X(3 for IUpl = (3 (0 < A < 12(3
= J2"112 p l). The quantity f then becomes less than unity,
and generation close to degenerate, A « IQpl, becomes
impOSSible, Moreover, the tuning range contracts somewhat and becomes equal to (3 (IHpl -1/2(3 < A < l.Ilpl
+ 1/2(3). The change in the tuning range with increasing
Qp is illustrated by graphs a-d in the lower part of
Fig. 2. The upper part of the figure shows the tuning
curves for different values of l12pl and lt mn . Curves
1-3 correspond to optical pumping and curve 4 to ultraviolet pumping. Curve 1 represents the case when
IQpl < (3 and a shows the tuning range. Curve 2 represents the case IQpl "" f3 and b shows the tuning range.
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In these expressions

m---+--l;-

P ml= Iml-l
" Q ' () ,
k
ml
~"'ml =Oh-Wm,fl.- 2V

a nd so on

Qm,=Qmn+Qn', Qn,=Q.,-Q,,=Qm,-Qmno Gn ;=-E p,d./2h

and so on

IGmnl'

[Gn,I'

D=l+~-+--,

FIG. 3. Frequency conversion using a fourlevel system.

P1/P nl

Pm/Pnl

The diagonal elements and the pre-exponential factors
in the diagonal elements of the density matrix, r'p and
rpq' are solutions of the problem of the interaction
of the system with only strong fields:
Curve 3 corresponds to the case Inlll > {3, when the
tuning range splits into two (c and d). Curve 4 represents the case Inpl :::; (3. The breaks in the curves and
the shaded parts on the diagrams of the tuning ranges
correspond to values of Injl, D. ;; kv for which the
above formulas are not valid. When the graphs were
constructed, steps were taken to ensure that (304) was
satisfied. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the threshold is
a relatively slowly varying function over a range of a
few angstroms, and then rises sharply as the critical
values of D. are approached.
The generation threshold is a function of np' As
Inpl increases, the threshold at first decreases linearly, and then for DO
T, the variation is more rapid
and the rate of variation is a function of D.. It can be
shown that when IQpl ~ Injl '" 10kv, the generation
threshold may be reduced down to 100 W fcm 2 for optical pumping (X(4) ~ 10- 9 esu) and of the order of 10 5
WIcm 2 for ultraviolet pumping (~ :::; 1200 A).

«

We may therefore conclude from the foregOing that
when the synchronism condition is satisfied, the twolevel gas systems can be used to transform the frequency of radiation by an amount of the order of np both in
the upward and downward directions, and can be tuned
within these ranges by an amount corresponding to a
few thousand Doppler widths. This may be important
for nonlinear and active laser spectroscopy at high
resolution.
We must now analyze possible applications of fourlevel gas systems for frequency conversion to values
very different from the pump frequency.

r . = GmnGn; (rn-r m _
'ffiJ
cP mj
P mn
_

.

Gn; [
fi-Tn
CP m ;

Tn}--l-,--

. Gmn [.

_

rmn--l,-~

CP mn

fmrm=Qnm,

Tn-rm

+
+

(r;-rn) IGn;I'+(rn-rm) IGmnl'].
I
PmnPm;
(rn-rm) IGmnI2+.(r;-. rn) IGn;I' ].

,

P",P m,

?~

f nrn=Q;n-(1-

)Qnm,

(4.3)

rmTr.+r,+r;=N,

where
C=1 + IGmnl'.-,-. ~J~,
'Pm!'nj

Q.m= 2R e (G
i nmr"", ) ,

Pm,l'mn

Q'n= 2R e (G
i ;nrn' ) .

In (4.1) and (4.2), it is assumed that the synchronism
condition nnj + nmn = !2 m l + ~11j is satisfied. We shall
also assume henceforth that all the differences between
field frequencies and the resonances, with the splitting
of the energy levels in the pump field taken into account,
are much greater than the lindwidths. In particular, the
conditions for two- and three-photon resonances are
also not satisfied. The averaging with respect to v is
then removed from (4.1) and (4.2), and we may set v = O.
We shall also confine our attention to the case when
IGn;!'
IQmjQmJ ,

IGn,l'
IGn,I·« 1.
IQn,Qn;I' IQmjQn,1
'

IGmnl'
IGmnl'
':l
IQm,Qn,1 ' IQ",Qm.l < ,

(4.4)

for which level splitting in the case of optical transitions
can be ignored. The change in the populations under the
influence of the field can be neglected provided
f;n IGinl' < 1

r."

Qn/

IGm"Gn,I'Rel
1
}
rm
\ PmnPnjPm;

'

. IGm"Gn;1 , RC{
1
f'+'(jl
PmnPn!'m;

4. FREQUENCY CONVERSION IN
FOUR-LEVEL SYSTEM

r,-r n )
Pili'

}< 1

,

< 1,

"(m' IGmnG",I'fm"f",
fm f"(f,+,,(;,)Q"m'Qn,'

<1. (4.5)

If the level j is the ground state and the transition lj

Consider the interaction between four electromagnetic corresponds to the submillimeter band, then when (4.5)
are satisfied, only the levels j and I will be populated
fields and the four-level system shown in Fig. 3. The
and
Ni/Nj = T/ = exp{-flwij/kBT}. The result is
pump frequencies in this case are different and are
close to the nj and mn transition frequencies. Solving
N d;"d"mdm,d"
x(w p" (')p" -w,) = x(w p', wp" -w,) = - h'(l+I,II.)F '
the equations for the components of the density matrix
in the first approximation in the generated field, and
D = .4n~ 1-1] Nf" l+vI,II. I
D, = 4nIdm.l , _1]_ NfJ;·6)
evaluating the polarization at the corresponding fre•
Xli
1+1] Q,l (1+1,/1,)' '
X,Ii
1+1] Qm" '
quencies, we obtain the following expressions for the
where
susceptibilities:

-

X(Wph wp" -w.) =

<

id'ndnmd..,d" [ r,-r,
Ii'DP m, " Pn,P,;'

m
rn ,- ]
- ( 1, .IGn,I')
- - -r-, + ., -

_
x(w

PnIP I /

GmnG(lj

G'ljP nl

v

I

<id,ndnmdm,dlj
[ r,-r
-w,) =
Ii'D'PIj
P,.-P "
m

p"

wp"

fn,Q"

>
m

v=-r1jQnl '

I,

1:=

IG";I'

(4.7)

Qn1Qlj .

From (2.2), (4.6), and (4.7) we find that the necessary
condition for the excitation of parametric generation is
that the intensities satisfy the condition

It')

I,
1,1,>10 '( 1+6-+~,
I.

I.'

(4.8)

where
I, = _c_IEp,I',

8n
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We shall assume throughout that
(4.10)

D6Tf

Therefore, parametric generation is possible for the
following parameter ranges:
/,'<(/,(1,)"

If as a result of the trapping of the radiation in the
nj transition and small
+ Yjl, the last two conditions

if

(/~I' )'>0,

rz

in (4.5), or one of them, are violated and are reversed,
whilst the remaining conditions are satisfied, the particles are pumped from level j to level I through stepwise and two-photon processes involving the cascade
j -n -m. At the same time, according to (4.3),
NZ ~ N» Nn , N m , Nj, i.e., we have population inversion
on the transition lj. In that case,
N Idindnmdmldli I
X(Olp"Olp',-OlI)=X(Olpl,Olp,,-Ol,)= h'(1+I.II,)F"

DI =

where F'

4nld1i l'NrlJ 1+vl.ll. I
XIM~Ii'

4nldm1 l'Nrml I

D,

. (1 +ll/l') , '

(4.11)

XzliQ ml 2

(4.12)
'

(4.14)
[here (16 1 ,2\)2 = IzIs/(~ ± 2ft) for any 10 , provided
(16,")2 < 0]. In the absence of inversion on the transition
Zj(T I < A~l), generation is possible for 10 ~ I~il if Is > 0,
and 10 ~ 16 2 ) if Is < (Fig. 4a). Therefore, when a nonlinear resonance with one of the quasilevels is possible
due to the increase in the parametric susceptibility, the
range of parameters in which generation is possible
expands [16 2 ) > I~J)]. If D~ « T I, then for Is < we have
16 2 ) - 00 • The region near the nonlinear resonance
L = -Is must be excluded, since (4.6), (4.7), (4.11), and
(4.12) were obtained under the assumption that

°

°

= IUZjnnZnmZI.

The dependence of X and DI on II is due to the splitting of the level j in the pump field. [13, I'J The condition
for parametric generation in the case of the inverted
population on the transition lj has a form analogous to
(4.8), except that DI ,2 and F' are given by (4.12).
Let us now consider the case of nondegenerate pumping when different fields interact with the transitions nj
and nm. The solution of (4.8) for II can be written in the
form I~" < I, < Ii";
1-sK±l'(1-sK)'-4~K"

2~K

I,'

I

K=-

I,J, .

"

(4.13)

Figures 4a and 4b give a qualitative illustration of the
generation region for the equilibrium population and for
inversion in the case of the transition lj, respectively.
In contrast to the situation when the susceptibility is
field- independent, in the present case, the pump field
intensities have both an upper and a lower limit. At a
certain value of 10 , the solution of the quadratic equation
given by (4.8) may become degenerate [1;1) =1;2\] which
corresponds to the end of generation. Further increase
in 10 prevents generation because the increase in the
pump intensity does not ensure that the gain will exceed
the saturated losses, due to the dependence of X on II'
b

i~(z,

I
It I
7

I

I

(4.15)
It is only when this condition is satisfied that we can

neglect the Doppler effect in the neighborhood of the
nonlinear resonance. Moreover, the equation for the
threshold, given by (4.8), was obtained on the assumption that DI and aEp1Ep2Z were small, which is also
not satisfied at the exact resonance. In the case of inverted populations ~ -2ft < 0, so that if 1< 0, generation is possible for any 10 (Fig. 4b).
When the pump is degenerate (II
tion of (4.8) has the form

=Iz =I),

the solu-

J<"<I</I2J,

10'

sK± l'S'K'+4K( 1-~K)

2(1-~K)

1,1," =

I"

K=-

(4.16)

I.'

This solution is illustrated graphically in Figs. 4c and
4d in the case of equilibrium and inverted populations
on the transition lj, respectively. The generation region
in the case of the degenerate pump with equilibrium
populations is determined by the following inequalities:
(I,

I.

'f

10<1, =--=-, 1

n

1.>0,

(2,
41.
1,<1, =----=,

l'4~-s'

'f

1

1,<0. (4.17)

Parametric generation has an upper bound only when
Is < in the region 10> 16 1 ). If the populations on the
lj transition are inverted, then, as 10 increase, generation does not terminate (Fig. 4c). The presence of a
submillimeter transition can be used to reduce substantially the threshold intenSity through a reduction in
nij. Absorption at the frequency WI then becomes quite
small. If the submillimeter transition c.orresponds to
the transition mt, then according to (4.1) this possibility of reducing the threshold is no longer available. The
above discussion of the solutions for the threshold
(4.8) enables us to go over to the analysis of specific
conditions for frequency conversion.

°

Consider the possible transformation of frequencies
and w 2 for a given degenerate pump frequency
(wP1 = wp2). Figure 5 shows the variation in the generation threshold with simultaneous variation in WI and
W 2 when WI lies in the infrared. With the chosen values
of the parameters, the nonlinear resonance does not
appear and I ~ 10 , By passing from one intermediate
leve I to another, it is possible to achieve frequency
conversion in the optical and infrared bands under
quasiresonance conditions. Since for certain pump intensities all the particle may be concentrated on the
level I, and this process is difficult to control numeric'JJ I

FIG. 4. Regions of four-photon parametric generation. I2/1Isi = 2,
D, = Td2. (a) and (c)-equilibrium populations; (b) and (d)-N/ > Nj,
(a) and (b)-wPl =1= wP2; (d) and (c)-wPl = W P2 . When Is > 0, generation is possible for Io < I(l) and for Is < 0, generation is possible for 10
< I~2) . In Figs. c and d, the symbols next to the curves should be I;l)
and I;2) .
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I,. W/cm'
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TO"

TO l3 roll'
J1mt , sec-I

ro lZ

FIG. 5. Tuning of uv and ir frequencies for fixed degenerate pump
frequencies. (I) Ap = 6280A, A2 '" 3140A, AI '" 1O.6/l (1/ <l!; I), (a) 0nj
= 1.8 X 10 12 sec-I, 0mj = lOll sec-I, (b) 0nj = 10 14 sec-I, 0mj = 5 X 10 12
sec-I; (2) Ap = 2512A, A2 = 1256A, AI = 10.6 /l, (a) 0nj = 5 X 10 12 sec-I,
Omj = 1011 sec-I, (b) Onj = 10 14 , Omj = 10 13 sec-I, For curves (a): Nj
= N = 5 X 10 14 cm- 3, (b) Nj = N-curve 2, Fig. I, Dp = ~.Ol. For curves
(la') and (I b') NJ = N-curve 5, Fig. I; remaining parameters as for la,
I band 2a, 2b, respectively.

Jb
\

\

3a

\
\

Za

FIG. 6. Tuning of ir and submillimeter radiation for fixed degenerate
ir pump frequencies. Ap = 10.6/l, AI'" 100/l, A2 '" 5.3 /l, (l)Onj = 2.8
X 109 sec-I, Omj = - 2.8 X 10 9 sec-I, (2) Onj = -1011 sec-I, Omj = 6
X 109 sec-I, (3) 0nj = _10 12 sec-I, Omj = -1011 sec-I. Curves a-equilibrium populations. (I a) N = 3.2 X 10 12 cm- 3, (2a) N = 1.3 X 10 14 cm- 3 ,
(3a) N = 1.3 X lOiS cm- 3. Curves b-NJ = N, curve 3, Fig. I.

ally, the transformation conditions in the case involving
population inversion have been considered separately
(curves a' and b'). We have chosen those cases which
are consistent with (4.4) and (4.10) and illustrate the
possibilities of reaching low thresholds or large tuning
ranges. The rapid reduction in the threshold intensity
in the case of inversion for Oml > 0 is explained by
the resonance on the transition lj, and for 0ml < 0 by
resonance on the forbidden transition nl. The break on
the curves 1b and 2b in the region of the lj resonance
is explained by the violation of (4.10) in this region. All
the curves begin with values of l1ml for which inhomogeneous broadening can be neglected. The break on curves
1a and 2a is connected with the violation of (4.4). The remaining curves break off when l11mll .... WI ~ 2 X 10 14
sec-I.
Figure 6 illustrates the generation of frequencytuned sub millimeter radiation using an infrared pump,
which means that a higher quantum conversion coefficient can be achieved than for the optical pump. These
curves were constructed subject to the same conditions
as in Fig. 5. The sharp 'maxima on curves 3a and 2a
for '~ij < 0 in Fig. 6 are due to the population of the
level l. The contributions of the states land j to the parametric susceptibility (these levels are populated in
accordance with the Boltzmann distribution) are mut454
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FIG. 7

FIG. 8

FIG. 7. Variation in uv frequency due to non-degenerate pump frequency variation (w p2 ). The frequencies w pi and WI are fixed. AI = 100 /l,
1/ = 0.63, IOJjl = 10 10 sec-I, Nj + NJ = N = 10 13 cm- 3. (1) ApI'" AP2
'" 6280A, A2 '" 3140A, Onj = lOll sec-I, 12 = 10 6 W/cm 2. (2) API'" AP2
'" 2512A, A2 = 1256A,Onj = 6 X 1011 sec-I, 12 = lOll W/cm 2. (3)API
'" Ap2 '" 6280A, A2 '" 3140A, Onj = lOll sec-I, 12 = 10 9 W/cm 2. (4) ApI
'" AP2 '" 2512A, A2 '" 1256A, 0nj = 6 X 1011 sec-I, 12 = lOll W/cm 2 •
For curves I', 2', 3',4' the parameters are the same as for I, 2, 3,4, respectively, but NJ = N. (a) Is > 0 (OJj > 0); (b) Is < 0 (OJj < 0).
FIG. 8. Variation in the uv frequency for varying degenerate-pump
frequency. The frequency WI is fixed. Ap '" 2512A, A2 '" 1256A, Al
= 100 /l, 1/ = 0.63, 0Jj = -1.6 X 10 9 sec-I. (1) N = 10 13 cm- 3 , Wmn-Wnj
= 4 X 10 12 sec-I, (2)N= 10 16 cm- 3, Wmn-Wnj = 4 X lOiS sec-I. For
curves I' and 2' the parameters are the same as for NJ = N. In the
figure read (-Is).

ually compensated in the immediate neighborhood of
the ml resonance. This leadS to a sharp increase in
the threshold intensity and a possible end of generation.
We now consider the transformation of radiation of
frequency w 2 by tuning the pump frequency W 2 with
fixed wp1 and WI. In this case, the splitting of the level
j in a strong pump field becomes important for large
frequency changes. In the absence of inversion, we can
use (4.14) and (4.9) together with the condition
Inlj I
Innjl, Inmll to show the following inequality
which defines the range of variation of nml

«

) ,
bml

(

')

< Qml crit=

32n'd'(1-1'j)'N'I,

CAloA,oX,X2fi'(1+1'j)'IQnlQIjII;±2l'~1

(4.18)

The positive sign corresponds to Is > 0 and the lower
Sign to Is < O. Figure 7 illustrates the tuning of the frequency w 2 with the optimum ratio of the parameters and
different intensities of the tunable pump. It is clear that,
for equilibrium populations the tuning range for Is < 0
will be greater by an order of magnitude than for Is > O.
As 12 increases, the relative retuning of W 2 increases
from a few percent up to several tens of percent.
If under the action of the pump field there is a population inversion on the lj transition, generation will
not cease during frequency retuning due to the splitting
of the level j when Is < .0 (curves 1'a-4'a). When
Is> 0, the quantity ngflt is given by (4.18) with 17 = O.

In the case of a degenerate pump, the conversion of
at a low fixed value of nZj satisfies the condition
nml '" nnj + nmn. According to (4.17) and (4.9), the
tuning range depends on Nand mj as follows:
W2

1.<0,

(4.19)
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Figure 8 illustrates the conversion of radiation in the
far uv. The curves were ploUed for the optimum situation when the maximum possible tuning range [according to (4.19)] corresponded to the nj resonance. The
break on curve 1 is due to the change in the sign of
anj during .the tuning process, so that Is < 0 for
am1 > agft. For the rem~ing curves, anj and Is
change sign for am1 < a~l . As before, (4)1) and
(4.10) were satisfied for these graphs.
We may thus conclude that the above analysis and illustrations show that, when spatial synchronism can be
achieved, gases can be effectively employed for the vacuum uv and far ir in the case of four-photon parametric
generation under quasiresonance conditions.
5. CONDITIONS FOR PHASE SYNCHRONISM
We shall now consider the conditions for precise
phase matching (Ak = 0). Synchronous interaction between waves may be ensured either by specifying the
angles between the vectors kj' or with the aid of a
synchronizing buffer gas. The refractive indices at
the frequency Wj have the form
nJ",,1+2n Re x.(Wj),

where Xs (Wj) is the susceptibility at frequency Wj
which, in general, is a function of both IGpI2 and
IG,,212. The terms which depend on IG,,21 2 determine
the stationary generation states and, since we are concerned with the analysis of only the generation threshold,
they will not be considered. For 1« Is, the refractive
indices are determined by linear dispersion.
In the two-level system, where the main saturation
effect is the saturation of the population difference, the
conditions for synchronism for I » Is are merely less
stringent. Using (3.2) and (3.6), we have for the collinear interaction
1-'
(1 +-)
IIXpQ,Q,Q
I.
A'
I -,
=-D°.--!.,--(l +-)
f
I.'

6k1 = (k,+k,-2k p)Z=-

4nNldl'ZA'
p

Q

(5.1)

Qp'-A'

For fixed Op and pump absorption DO, the quantity I5kl
increases as A approaches Op. Precise synchronism
(Ak = k, + k2 - 2kp = 0) can be ensured for the noncollinear interaction when I5k1 > O. The latter occurs when
Qp<O for A< IQpl; Qp>O for A>Qp.

(5.2)

In this case, the angles 8,,2 between k,,2 and ~ in the
region of small values 8,,2« 1 are given by

e,=~e, "" (~~)'I'.
).,

Z 1+}.,I}.,

(5.3)

Assuming that A = 10'2 sec -, in the case corresponding
to curve 2 in Fig. 2, and A = 10,3 sec-' in the case of
curve 4, w~ have 6ki = 0.14 and I5k1 = 4 x 10- 2, respectively. In both cases, I5kl < 1T/2, which allows collinear
interaction.
We must now consider the possible application of the
synchronizing gas as a mfjans of ensuring collinear interaction when 16k11 > 1T /2. The synchronizing impurity
6%1 is given by
MbZ

4nN: d 'Ill.' (
\b
b

IlXp Q , Q,bQp

I )
l+b
I.

-I

Q b
A'
(
I )-'
=-Do-P -b-'--' 1+-v
'
fb Q p -A
I.
(5.4)

where ~1~ p = wj,p -wb, wb is the frequency of the resonance transition in the buffer gas, which is closest to
the frequency wp, and Nb is the density of the synchronizing impurity. It is clear from (5.1) and (5.4) that the
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synchronizing condition 6kb =- 6k can be satisfieg for
In~1 ~ I'~pl, Db ~ DO. The ratio of the signs of ;1p and
Op depends on A (for A < IOpl, o~/np < 0). The parametric suscpptibility due to the interaction between the
fields and both subsystems is given by the expression
I

2d'N

-,

2d 'N

I

i~'--- -~(Qp'-A') ( 1+ I.) ~ Ql(Qt2~A2) ( 1 + If')

_I

and does not vanish when d f db.
Let us now consider phase synchronism for parametric conversion in the case of the four-level system. For
the degenerate pump, and with (4.4) satisfied, we have
~J _

2n [ldm,I'r,

"c·--- - -

II

~2Qm'

+

Id,jl'(rj-r,)

A,Q,;

(1 +-1)-' - 2Idn;I'r
-

J]

I.

Xp,Q,,;

. (5.5)

For a nondegenerate pump, the factor 2 in front of the
last term is replaced by unity. The contribution of the
submillimeter transition 1j to 6k for equilibrium populations exceeds the contribution of the pump only for
IQ,;(l+lII.) I<to-'IQ;;I.
Therefore, for the cases considered in Figs. 7 and 8,
the main contribution to 6k is due to the pump, and
IIlk I I"" lhDo IQn; IIr n;~l-;-lO.
Analysis of the cases illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 also
shows that, except for some individual and very narrow
frequency regions, the main contribution to 6k in the absence of population inversion on the lj transition is due
to the pump, whilst in the case of inversion this is due
to radiation at frequency W2. In both cases, I15k11 s 1 - 20.
According to (5.3), this detuning can be compensated
when nnj > 0 (nm1 < 0 in the case of inversion) for
angles 8 , ~ 0.1 when A, = 100 /-I. and 8 , < 0.01 when
A, = 10 /-I.. Another possibility is to use a buffer gas,
the main contribution of which to the refractive index
2n db'Nb
Qpb
1lk.J=- T 'A Q b I =-Dbo 2I'b'
P P

Synchronism is ensured during absorption in the buffer
gas, which is not greater than in the nonlinear medium,
provided
dn; 'N Ql
1 db I' rbNbQn/
1.-1---""-1
-d.
nb' ~1.
db Nb Qn;
,
n, Nr nJ"p

When collisional broadening in both media exceeds radiative broadening, i.e., r ~ 22.8Nd 2/fl, the last two equations are satisfied simultaneously.
Thus, phase synchronism during parametric interaction of the above type can be achieved, and the specific
synchronism conditions are determined by each particular situation.
Analysis of time-independent generation in the case
of an internal pump, based on the assumption that synchronism is accurately maintained during. the generation process, [12] shows that this is possible and the results are analogous to thos e obtained in [17]. The generated power may then reach a few tens of percent of the
pump power.
We are indebted to S. A. Akhmanov for valuable advice and useful discussions.
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